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EXT. ISLAND IN THE CASPIAN SEA - NIGHT 

or rather a poor cliff in high waves and storm and... There’s 
a boat! MARIA, a middle-aged woman with wide blue eyes stands 
on it and struggles to talk into her microphone. 

MARIA
Dear viewers..., my name is 
Maria... Daughter. Today is the day 
of the death, and as you can see 
for this small island in a Caspian 
sea it stands twice-

A bolt of lightening and the cliff disappears under water. 
She hands the microphone into another hand.

MARIA (CONT’D)
It sank. And only a few of 
surviving savages escaped to find 
their luck in the United states.

Maria reveals that background is just a canvas with projected 
sea storm. An image of Andy Kaufman rolls over.

MARIA (CONT’D)
We believe Andy Kaufman, a comic 
hoaxer, who allegedly died 35 years 
ago of lung cancer, was among them.

(she inhales)
This is not another put-on. This is 
a story of his return.

Conga drums rolls. Record is over.

INT. MARIA’S LIVING ROOM - NIGHT

Maria sits at the edge of her tiny chair, waiting eagerly for 
a verdict from old and obese TONY CLIFTON, laying on her 
sofa. 

TONY CLIFTON
(stroking gray beard)

You see, Maria, anytime you can get 
your previous job at the surgery. 
The competition of young talents 
starts in a few weeks and this... 
Frankly. Isn’t this piece of crap
morbid even for our target group?

Maria hesitantly resists: 



MARIA
But... Tony, you’ve said that you 
believe, he lives out there 
somewhere. That his death was just 
an ultimate prank. Grand illusion.

Tony puts on his dark glasses choking with laugh. Tony stops 
when he notices one ultrarealistic silicone mask of Andy 
Kaufman, hanging on a wall. Tony compares it for a while with 
Maria’s crying face and then he shakes his head.

TONY CLIFTON
Maria, you have to realize, Tony 
really likes you. That’s why he has 
to tell you the truth.

Maria straights up on her chair. 

TONY CLIFTON (CONT’D)
You have to forget about Andy and 
start to produce some original 
material. Look at yourself. Your 
life sucks. Your husband divorced 
with you and your kid is locked in 
a madhouse. And all happened just 
because of the dead man. And don’t 
dare to think you are the only 
person that misses Andy!

Maria is shocked. While Tony Clifton slowly passes away to a 
front door, Maria dares one last protest:

MARIA
Tony?

Tony turns around mockingly.

MARIA (CONT’D)
I just wish Andy would come back 
and turn your showbiz inside out. 

TONY CLIFTON
(putting on his salmon 
suit)

By the way, Maria, goodie Tony 
invited you for his tomorrow big 
show. You comin?

Maria resignedly nods. Tony, satisfied with present status 
quo quickly leaves Maria alone. Maria stands up and throws 
money Tony left rolled provocatively in a thick golden ring, 
from mantelpiece into fire. Maria locks the front door.
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Maria prays, lying under the collection of articles and 
photos of Andy. They cover her ceiling as a tapestry. 

E/I IMPROV CLUB - NYC - NIGHT

Large crowd pushes toward doors over which Neon sign says 
“THE NEW TONY CLIFTON SHOW”.

Inside behind a table already sits Maria, dressed in a tea-
gown. Maria orders a cocktail. Maria’s attention occupies 
BLACK NATIVES with rings in their noses, pulling a huge rusty 
trash bin through the aisle. 

KID ATTENDANT
(on stage)

Attention, maestro Tony Clifton 
will be here a bit late! Traffic 
jam, you know...

In the meantime aisle clears up. Maria gulps her cocktail. 

To Maria’s surprise the trash bin appears on stage. The 
Audience murmurs when...

TRASH BIN
(with the most innocent 
voice)

Haven’t you seen me island? I lost 
it.

A lid opens and out comes fragile slim man with a lacerate 
salmon suit jiggling on white-hair chest. He scans the 
audience with mile look as if searching for someone. A woman 
screams: “That’s ANDY KAUFMAN! He’s alive!” Andy’s hands 
shakes as he puts every word.   

ANDY KAUFMAN 
I am an old Tony Clifton. Out of 
game. One reason I come back here 
is to find a love my childhood. 

Someone from the audience snickers. Maria steps back from her 
table holding her breath. Someone clasps her hand from 
behind. It’s Tony. Tony stares on stage half guilty, half 
shocked. 

ANDY KAUFMAN (CONT’D)
I believe we can live happily 
together. I was shy to talk before 
but now we are both adult. You 
know? Soooo... If you thought about 
my, you will know. 
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Andy waits for a reply. Nobody speaks out. Andy shrugs and 
climbs back to the trash bin, which is immediately taken by 
two black natives off stage. Now the audience wakes up and 
tens of reporters rushes toward backstage.

Tony steps on stage and tries hopelessly save his show.

TONY CLIFTON
You idiots! How could you not 
recognize Tony. Think he got on a 
diet!? Ha! Tony Clifton is the only 
one. And now, we finally got rid of 
that technical issues, we can start 
singing --

In permanent chaos nobody listens to Tony. Kid attendant 
repays pupils from the audience their tickets.

INT. EARLY MORNING SHOW - NYC - BACKSTAGE - DAY

Lights switch on. DAVID LETTERMAN quietly goes through his 
script cards. 

Forsaken Andy wander around cameras and explores every corner  
until he stops before something unusual. 

Ten steps in front of him Maria hides under a crane lamp. 
Andy has a look over his shoulder. No doubt, she stares at 
him. Andy answers by a peaceful smile and slight nod “yes”. 
Maria doesn’t have time to understand. Gong signals the 
beginning of a show and Andy walks directly behind curtain.

A STUDIO

Ambiguous reaction from screeching to booing. Andy couldn’t 
care less, he sinks his face in a bowl of milk and cookies 
prepared on Letterman’s table. David Letterman starts to 
sweat.

DAVID LETTERMAN
Ehm... Andy asked us a special alms 
for today’s appearance. Boy... I 
don’t know if you deserve it, since 
you haven’t showed anything yet. In 
the meantime let’s see what do 
Andy’s folks think about his pretty 
unusual comeback. 

REPORTAGE MONTAGE

ANDY’S GIRLFRIEND

with long white hair, covers her shoulders in a thick coat.
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LYNNE MARGULIES
I buried my Andy years ago. I wish 
to keep the real him in my memory. 
Real Andy would never turn back to 
his family, spending a few years in 
that place. 

ANDY’S BROTHER

bald man with Andy’s blue eyes, waves with data papers.

MICHAEL KAUFMAN
No conclusions till DNA tests are 
complete. I suffered enough 
pranksters throughout those years.

ANDY’S MOVIE PROTAGONIST

chuckles through wrinkles.

JIM CARREY
Still keep you as my inspiration. 
Go for it and show them, baby! 
Don’t miss it for the lady.

ANDY’S FORMER PSYCHIATRIST

in a white suit, gazes concerned through his strong glasses.

DR. ZMUDEE
Andy represents so called has-been 
celebrity. It’s going to be 
difficult for him to get over the 
loss of popularity. There is also a 
new concurrence named Tony Clifton. 
Those feelings of underestimation 
could even lead to hanging career 
on out. But to prevent that from 
happening - I personally offer Mr. 
Kaufman professional therapy on my 
private clinic by our miraculous 
elixir... Tell him about it. 

BACK IN THE STUDIO

only Letterman sits. Andy and his bowl disappeared.

DAVID LETTERMAN
Dear viewers, I’m sorry, but Andy 
left us after he heard the mention 
of the great Tony Clifton. 
Nevertheless, it is my great honor 
to invite him as another quest.
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Tony is invited by stand up ovation. 

During the time the audience calms down, Letterman wipes 
drops of sweat from his forehead and turns to Tony.  

DAVID LETTERMAN (CONT’D)
The question we’ve been all asking, 
Tony: What do you think about 
today’s really peculiar behavior of 
your former colleague and friend.

Tony answers with a joke:

TONY CLIFTON
I guess, Andy prefers his imaginary 
friends at the moment.

Unexpectedly Maria enters the studio. Staff members and the 
audience give her a questioning look. Maria stands frightened 
for the first time in front of so many people. She holds 
walkie-talkie which screams annoyed obscenities of Andy.

MARIA
(translates)

This man is not Tony Clifton. He is 
a hoax.

Burst of laugh.

Maria doesn’t break and continues.

MARIA (CONT’D)
This man is just costumed Dr. 
Zmudee. The greedy pig, which was 
so flossy to produce the most 
idiotic film ever. Man on the Moon. 
That completely shake events of 
Andy’s life and gave Zmudee room to 
publish another two books in which 
he broke his promise he gave to 
Andy, about not telling anyone the 
secret of faking his death. 

Letterman coughs impatiently.

MARIA (CONT’D)
Right now he is parading here, 
filled with money... in Andy’s 
character costume and I bet that 
me, Maria Daughter, am his another 
victim.

Maria realizes what she says and drops the walkie-talkie. 
Tony uses the pause to clean out his reputation:
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TONY CLIFTON
Andy simply sees everything 
distorted. Who managed that David 
Letterman literally woke up from 
death to remake this fantastic live 
show this morning?

Deafening applause.

Letterman consents by waving.

DAVID LETTERMAN
We see that even old men can 
sometimes argue as children. Tony 
probably needs to let Andy 
experience coping on his own. 
Without the keeper of his legacy.

Tony smirks evilly after Maria.

TONY CLIFTON
Tony assumes Andy will be okay with 
his new partner, which he 
apparently already found.

Letterman diplomatically closes:

DAVID LETTERMAN
Anyway. Let’s wish Andy good luck 
on his comeback. If we can call it 
as such. Good morning to all of ya!

BACKSTAGE

Andy shakes with Maria’s hand.

ANDY KAUFMAN
Excellent show, miss -- What was 
your name?

Maria doesn’t know how to reply because she’s out of breath.

MARIA
I am -- I am not.

Andy thinks for a while.

ANDY KAUFMAN
Interesting... Me neither. You 
remind me one of my former 
acquaintance. But she knew where is 
her place. She would know her real 
potential and would never work or 
talk with such a -
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Maria and Andy notice flushed Tony marching with his arms up, 
ready to choke Andy.

ANDY KAUFMAN (CONT’D)
(hastily)

- Shame, you couldn’t visit my 
lounge. Maybe next time. 

Andy clears out. 

Maria blocks Tony and touches his shoulder, but he roars at 
her, pulling a bottle.

TONY CLIFTON
Put your hands of me! Don’t dare to 
think you can replace your kid with 
this schmuck, just because he looks 
like him!

Maria slaps Tony hard and he falls. Maria leaves after Andy. 
Letterman immediately jumps to help Tony stand.

DAVID LETTERMAN
(brushing Tony’s suit)

What the hell was that Tony? You 
know the girl? 

Tony pushes Letterman back and sits.

TONY CLIFTON
(taking a sip)

Not a clue. But I feel it’s gonna
raise Tony’s ratings.

EXT. NEW YORK STREETS - DAY

Maria follows Andy but he is way ahead of her. Andy even 
speeds up as he notices that he’s being followed. PEDESTRIANS 
looks amused by running comedian (they saw him somewhere but 
can|t remember) and from time to time somebody takes a 
picture of Andy on iPhone. Maria, way behind, thrusts to 
pedestrians, receiving angry comments. 

For more, Andy in front of her is now replaced by another 
Andy, same dressed guy, who digresses to dark narrow street 
while the original Andy continues on the avenue.

Maria decides to chooses the dark street. 

At the dead end there’s an unwelcome present. Crowd of 
homeless black natives crosses Maria’s way onto courtyard. 
Maria exhaustedly pants.
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MARIA
Oh, daddy...

Maria tries unsuccessfully to jump up in order to see at 
least over the natives’ bodies a bit of Andy. Instead of him 
there lays just one lonely trash bin.

MONTAGE OF TONY’S NIGHT APPEARANCES

CABARET FULL OF SMOKE

Tony recites out of gut, spitting around.

TONY CLIFTON
Dead, mad, fat, sad!

Among the audience walk black natives distributing napkins. 

Crack! Curtain falls over Tony and on his spot falls Andy.

ANDY KAUFMAN
No, you don’t have to cry. I just 
came back to... To get back my 
prestige.

Audience storms, asking Andy to go away but Andy just smiles 
on them, completely satisfied.

AUTOGRAPHS MEETING IN A FOYER

Tony sells signed dolls of his character Tony. MUSTACHE MAN 
jumps in the queue.

TONY CLIFTON
(while signing)

Tip for a penny: problems with 
women? Cha! You have to play... her 
down there... You know what I mean. 
Next!

Moustache man puts hand slowly into his breast pocket.

MOUSTACHE MAN
Mr. Clifton, you are real man.

Moustache man tears away his moustache. It’s Andy, and he 
reveals a small hidden camera. Andy captures Tony while he 
leaves, lamenting.

TONY CLIFTON
You won’t get away with it Kaufman! 

OBESE LADY that is on turn overshadows the camera with her 
body and cries. 
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OBESE LADY
Did you already forget about your 
lost love, Kaufman?

INT. CARNIEGE HALL - NIGHT

Full three storeys theater. Kid attendant with Andy’s eyes, 
stirs the audience.

KID ATTENDANT
Clifton is the best! Kaufman better 
death!

Kid attendant takes out his goggles and checks the chanting 
audience. In back seats, black natives give him a warning 
signal. Too late. In the aisle Tony Clifton triumphantly 
brings Dr. Zmudee, preparing strait jacket.

KID ATTENDANT (CONT’D)
Yay-ky!

INT. DR. ZMUDEE’S PSYCHIATRIC SURGERY - DAY

Maria leaps from doors to doors, searching determinedly.

Dr. Zmudee almost doesn’t make it, hiding a bottle of wine 
under a table, when Maria bursts open a door into his office.

MARIA
I’m asking his immediate release.

Dr. Zmudee burps.

DR. ZMUDEE
(pretending surprise)

Oh, it’s you again? I have thought 
that I already told you to bring me 
the permission from at least both 
parents. Otherwise, taking your kid 
is, of course, illegal and I’m 
obliged to contact authorities.

Dr. Zmudee doesn’t notice Maria already left the door.

DINING ROOM

Andy argues with KIDS at the picking table about cups of the 
elixir. Kids in a queue are losing their nerves because he is 
holding them.
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ANDY KAUFMAN
NO, I adamantly refuse to let you 
drink this suspiciously alcoholic 
beverage before you tell me its 
content!

Marie sneaks behind Andy in the middle of his show, sucks up 
a large amount of the elixir by a straw. Then Maria spits it 
into  Andy’s unprepared face.

MARIA
Red!

Andy closes eyes in shame. Boys laughs their guts and claps. 

MARIA (CONT’D)
Denk you veddy much.

INT. SUBWAY BENCHES - DAY

Maria keeps guarding Andy sitting next to her. She regrets 
his deed, Andy has now funny dirty look. Andy doesn’t care, 
he’s engaged by a kid, whose ice cream trickles over hand. 
Nobody gives away his look. MOTHER of the kid dictates him. 

MOTHER
Don’t look at the man so. This is 
not funny, the lady is unfortunate. 

Before Andy’s face HOMELESS rattles with a can of coins.

HOMELESS
Spare some change -- Wait a minute! 
I know you from somewhere. Could 
you give me some money?

Andy shakes his head.

ANDY KAUFMAN
Sorry, I’m saving for a movie. 

HOMELESS
Ahah, a movie? About what?

ANDY
(cool)

About me.

Homeless catches his belly with a laugh; then he straights up 
and measure Andy once again. Andy looks even more miserable 
than the homeless. Homeless scratches his buttocks.

HOMELESS
Stay right here.
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Homeless walks across to the boy and comes back in a few 
seconds, giving Andy the rest of the chocolate ice cream. 

Andy licks and gulps the cone, not looking at annoyed Maria.

ANDY KAUFMAN
1:1 Mrs. Daughter. You, Clifton, or 
the crazy psychiatrist won’t ever 
catch me. 

INT. MARIA’S LIVING ROOM - DAY

Andy lays on the sofa and counts flies flying around his 
head. Maria enters, covered with a towel. Maria dries her 
hair with one hand and holds her nose with another.

MARIA
Take a shower too. It wouldn’t harm 
you changing that costume.

No reaction. Maria approaches closer, putting away new Andy’s 
masks filling the room.

MARIA (CONT’D)
Silence won’t achieve anything.

Bored Andy checks the sofa under him.

MARIA (CONT’D)
I built this whole house according 
to your previous home. So I hope 
you appreciate it.

Andy discovers what he was looking for; raises a remote 
control and switches on TV. The video plays just the moment 
Tony Clifton got mad during the autographs meeting.

MARIA (CONT’D)
(raising her voice)

Sure, I could have let you. I 
probably should. You also left me 
for an adoption. Your unsuccessful  
kid joke, wasn’t it?

Andy, with the same intensity increases volume. Maria loses 
control of herself and almost barks.

MARIA (CONT’D)
Did you even know that because of 
my obsession with you, my marriage 
broke up? This is reality! My very 
own son doesn’t know who he is. He 
is hospitalized. I transcended my 
despair on him. 
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Andy is amused by the scene where Tony says: “You won’t get 
away with this Kaufman.”

Maria switches off the TV and throws the remote control out a 
window into a deep see. Maria’s menacing face fades away.                            

MARIA (CONT’D)
(slowly and quietly)

Who are you looking for anyway? 
This is the age of Tony Clifton. A 
few weeks ago when I finally saw 
you... At first, I thought you came 
back for me to save me and -- I 
give it up. You belong to rust. But 
I’m patient and will wait till the 
man who will take care of me 
appear, because all I see is just -- 
thirty pathetic kids, not a dad.

Maria slams a door. Andy quietly sulks in front of the black 
television till he get an idea and changes his dress to a 
swimming suit.

I/E - MARIA’S CLOSET - LATER

Drunk Tony wobbles between piles of torn paper. Tony sneaks 
from to a table. Annoyed Maria writes and writes, till she 
starts falls asleep. Before Maria’s head touches the desk of 
the table, Tony reaches her neck by his fat ringed fingers.

TONY CLIFTON
So where do you hide him from Tony?

Maria promptly wakes up and angrily throws a piece of draft 
paper with her script.

TONY CLIFTON (CONT’D)
Relax, my love. Tony dropped by to 
ask you what mean all those cops 
around yours.

Maria draws the window blinds. By the beach hoots a car 
assembly with red lights.

MARIA
Oh, God!

Maria looks through living room. Andy’s gone again. Tony at 
the porch waves after her.

TONY CLIFTON
Don’t forget to tell Andy, that 
Tony wishes to peace up and host 
him again on next show.
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EXT. A BEACH - DAY 

In a shelf floats Andy’s suit. Two POLICE OFFICERS shove 
toward Maria with their note books.

 

POLLICE OFFICER #1
Miss, you knew the man who jumped 
of the cliff in order to get this 
remote control?

MARIA
(grumpily)

That is... I mean was, Andy 
Kaufman. 

POLLICE OFFICER #2
Then we suppose you are his closest 
relative. Is there some other 
closer relative?

Maria realizes something.

MARIA
Wait a minute! Tony!

Sand takes off as Maria runs across the beach.

Stunned police officer #1 hides his note book and gestures 
police officer #2 to do the same. Both police officers 
returns back to their cars on the cliff, disappointed.

EXT. LIGHTENED PARKING LOT - NIGHT

Above the lamps hangs a dusty billboard which reads: “A 
secret of former Star, Andy Kaufman: For over 30 years I was 
in love with a girl I don’t know.”

Maria heads toward parked limousine and two old folks that 
chat by it. Before Maria reach audible distance she already  
screams, still closing in.

MARIA
Did you really think, you could 
come back for a month and leave 
like a coward?

(she exhales)
If I remember well, in a past, you 
used this trick already.

Andy and Tony stifles a laugh.
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ANDY KAUFMAN, TONY CLIFTON
Stop whining, Maria. This was just 
a private happening for you. Funny, 
yeah?

From the limousine steps out the black native and 
protectively stands next to Andy.

Maria turns now to Tony.

MARIA
And you, disgusting fatso, you have 
no right to laugh. You betrayed not 
just Andy, but what is worse, you 
also betrayed his beloved  
audience. But don’t count his 
daughter can’t do better then him.

Maria all of sudden puts away a mask from his face. Tony 
stops smiling. In front of him stand two identical Andy 
Kaufmans, both in the same swimming suit.

Tony’s eyes jumps from one to another and he can’t decide 
which one is real. Same confused is also the black native.

FIRST ANDY KAUFMAN
Don’t trust her, Tony, the bitch 
has studied me. I am right Andy. 
This girls is a fake.

SECOND ANDY KAUFMAN
No father could call her daughter 
in a such way! Who claimed to be 
like Tony not so long time ago?

Andys jump at each other and rolls over ground. The wrestling 
event interests kids from the neighborhood so they encircle 
fighters and root for them with open mouths.

BLACK NATIVE
(out of boredom)

And what you lookin at?

A KID FROM THE NEIGHBORHOOD
Don’t mind us. We are just kids 
from the neighborhood, watching how 
it comes up. I would choose good 
Andy, but my brother says that the 
bad one is better, so...

Tony strokes his beard. Tony shakes hand of the black native.
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TONY CLIFTON
(with Maria’s voice)

Finally an idea! Tony needs to 
search for an entirely different 
kind of audience. Have fun guys!

Tony leaves. First Andy holds second Andy’s head in a 
screwdriver, rubbing his bald. Spits drool of Andys’ mouths.

Tony Clifton returns to add up.

TONY CLIFTON (CONT’D)
(again with Maria’s 
voice)

By the way: Tony thinks you are 
gorgeous.

EXT. ISLAND IN A CASPIAN SEA - DAY

Maria stands before a quiet sea speaking to the microphone. 

MARIA
Welcome, kids, back again to the 
island Caspiar, where Andy’s rocket 
departed after nobody cared anymore 
about him in the US. At least he 
was allowed to take with him a 
little souvenir. 

Andy dressed in a stupid space suit climbs out of a small 
cardboard rocket placed on even smaller cardboard island. 
Andy brings up the autograph TONY PUPPET, also in a space 
suit. Andy and the puppet start to sing in rasping duet 
followed by the sound of distant conga drums:

ANDY KAUFMAN, TONY PUPPET
Here we ca finally sing along
We ain’t noth-in but a hound-dogs
A-just a-crying all da time.

Andy moves knees. Tony puppet plays an invisible instrument.

ANDY KAUFMAN, TONY PUPPET (CONT’D)
A-wella-wella yeah
We hain’t nevah caught a rabit.

The sound of conga drums closes. Andy and the puppet points 
to each other with their fingers.

ANDY KAUFMAN, TONY PUPPET (CONT’D)
You hain’t no friend of mine
Dada dada dada dada dadada
Yaaayyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyy
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Black natives appears on the island, they thrums on the rusty 
trash bin (not a conga drum), into which they throw scared 
Andy and ignite a fire. Andy’s body fades under the surface 
of a boiling red juice.

ANDY KAUFMAN
(from the last strength)

Mrs. Daughter! Mrs. Daughter!

Bubbling.

Black natives are replaced by a choir of kids. Kids dance a 
ritual dance around a trash bin and recite: 

CHOIR OF KIDSS
This used to by a little Andie, 
no fanboy will cry,
in a memory we can resurrect him. 
But rather don’t try.
be sad just for a little time,
coz you can meet him
alive from reality online. 

Kids open a banner with this link: "www.kaufmanlives.com"

INT. DR. ZMUDEE'S PSYCHIATRIC SURGERY - STUDIO - DAY

Cameras and lights shut off. Maria claps and whistles from 
behind the crane lamp. 

MARIA
Bravo, Andie. You are my dream man!

However, from the bubbling trash bin comes no response. Maria 
gets nervous and forces through black natives taking away the 
cardboard island. Maria kneels down to the trash bin. At the 
same time the trash bin explodes and the red juice splashes 
all over Maria. Fake costume of Andy Kaufman tears and from 
behind a silicon mask smiles small Andie, Andy’s grandson. 

ANDIE
(exclaims)

I choose a character of a son!

MARIA
And I choose a character of a 
mother!

Maria embraces Andie. Dr. Zmudee approaches toward them with 
a shot to cheers. Andie high five with Dr.Zmudee’s free hand.                  

DR. ZMUDEE
Excellent work, Andie. Grandpa Andy 
would be proud of you. 

(MORE)
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Now those practical jokes were 
completely adequate.

Maria divides from them and steps back to cameras where she 
repays Michael Kaufman, Jim Carrey and Lynne Margulies with 
the money rolled in the golden ring.

ANDIE
(excited)

You’ll see how we use this in the 
following episode. There will 
appear just me, my mother and 
someone new... I don’t know yet...

Dr. Zmudee pats Andie on his head. 

DR. ZMUDEE
Listen, Andie, as soon as you heal 
up, you can approach the 
competition. But right now I 
recommend we will have to keep you 
here for another month, OK? 

Andie stops jiggling and his face frowns with anger.

ANDIE
NO!!!

Kids stops on their way toward bedrooms and look around their 
shoulders. Maria can’t believe it. Andie points in a way of 
doors. Dr. Zmudee wipes his thick glasses to be able to see.

DR. ZMUDEE
(scared)

Mr. Daughter.

Andie throws away his costume and runs toward MR. DAUGHTER. 

ANDIE
Dad came for me, I don’t have to 
stay. Mum, look out who came! Dad! 
Dad!

Mr. Daughter kisses Andie and sends his smile toward Maria.

MR. DAUGHTER
I saw you on the internet. Come on 
my chest my two little Kaufmans.

Dr. Zmudee picks up the broken doll of Tony Clifton and 
repairs it in order to be able to play with it again.

THE END

DR. ZMUDEE (CONT'D)
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